MINUTES OF THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING
January 10, 2005

PRESENT: Byars (MGT), Choi (BIOL), Davis (ECE), Guzdial (CS), Kohl (ChBE), McIver (REG), Parsons (MGT), Rudolph (ARCH), Schat (PHYS), Stasko (COC), Tone (HTD), Webster (CEE), Wills (ECE)

VISITORS: Johns-Marshall (ODOS)

1. The committee reviewed sixty petitions, covering sixty-six actions. All were approved except noted:

13-readmission spring 2005/summer 2005
5-to count course(s) towards degree (1 denied)
1-to graduate with low gpa (denied)
16-to have grade(s) changed to Ws past deadline (7 denied)
6-to increase registration hours spring 2005 (2 denied)
12-to return spring 2005 after withdrawing fall 2004 (5 denied)
4-to waive 36-hour/10-year rule (2 denied)
1-to exempt out of PHYS course
3-to participate as athletic with less than 12 hours
1-to change grade in MGT course to letter/grade (denied)
1-to change basis of course to pass/fail
1-to change academic standing
1-to be concurrently enrolled
1-to cross enroll at Clark Atlanta on probation

Adjourned,

M. Jo McIver
Registrar
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